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The Masterplan is evolving

Book Translation

Dear friends!

The book is currently in the process
of being translated into the following languages:

By now we have three major events
behind us, which have helped us very
much, to further clarify the vision and
to start the process of implementation:
a) Our strategy meetings in Jerusalem,
April 21-23 and b) a leadership conference of Christians for Israel International in the Philippines with leaders
from 7 Asian nations, where the GPC
could be introduced and prayed for, c)
Pastors-Conference in India
and two Pastors-Conferences on the
Global Prayer Call in Hyderabad, India. With those three very helpful and productive events, the Masterplan for the Global Prayer Call has sharpened. Here are the
key components:
1) The first 3000 copies of the GPC-book in hard copy have been printed – 2.000
in Europe and 1.000 in Asia. They are in the process of being distributed and the
first response is very encouraging. The book, together with the website, really
seem to be the main tools to spread the vision and the strategy. Therefor:
a. We see the translation of the book into a number of key languages as a key
priority. (see right column)
b. After translation and printing distribution is the next main task. The emphasis
should be distribution amongst
i.

prayer leaders and

ii. intercessory movements
c. Along with the translation of the book in different languages, also the website must grow into different languages.
d. Ideally the same is true for the newsletter.
2) In order to implement and coordinate these and other important tasks, a lead
ership team has to develop further. As we see it, this needs to happen on two
levels:
a. On a regional level, namely through regional coordinators. Their main task
would be to coordinate all GPC-related activities within their world-region.
b. On the level of expertise and know how. We are now working on clarifying
different levels of responsibility and are in contact with people who might be
willing and able to take certain positions.
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Spanish (Heriberto Gonzalez)
Swedish (Philip Holmberg)
Russian (Lina Aliv/Ebenezer)
Polish (Irina)
German (Harald Eckert)
Romanian (Tudor Pedan)
Korean (Paul Jung)
Hindi (Ravi Sundar)
Telugu (Ravi Sundar).

We are still looking for translators
into:
French, Chinese/Mandarine,
Bahasa, Japanese, Arabic, Italian,
Portugese and Hungarian.

Prayer Points
1. The Lord‘s protection over Harald and the core team, as well
as their families.
2. That the vision for GPC will be
taken up by intercessors and
prayer partners in C4II, ECI and
EEFI.
3. That the Lord will give the right
connections to global and national prayer networks.
4. For the translation of Harald‘s
book into several languages
complete Prayer Letter click here

3) We are in the process of clarifying further the key dates and the key events,
such as:
a. The conference in Poland (Krakow/Au
schwitz) from Jan. 25-29, 2015. We are expecting delegates of 2-4 leaders from 50+
nations. They should mainly be leaders of
prayer- and/or church networks who would
be able to communicate their experience in
Europe / Poland to their movements in an
authentic and inspiring way.
b. The conference in Jerusalem from May
10-14. We are strongly encouraging spiritual leaders from outside of Europe to consider a combination of the conference from
May 10-14 with an Israel-tour before or after
the conference. They should connect with
Auschwitz-Birkenau
an experienced travel agent in their region
which in turn connect with KESHET (www.keshetisrael.co.il) travel agency in
Israel for the land program in Israel.
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c. Jan 27, 2015 should be a global day of prayer with regard to the suffering
of the Jewish people and Israel, our Christian indifference in their time of
need and our biblical mandate to comfort the Jewish people: “Comfort ye,
comfort ye, my people…” (Jes. 40,1) – “Pray for an outpouring of God’s love
for Israel into the hearts of us Christians and in our Christian churches – 70
years after the deliverance of Auschwitz concentration camp!”
d. May 8/9, 2015 should be a second global day of prayer with regard to
our nations and their relationship to the people of Israel according to the
biblical prayer: “Hear the word of the Lord oh ye nations” (Jeremiah 31:10).
“Pray that the heart of your nation will be strengthened or turned towards
Israel in their time of global isolation, defamation and demonization 70 years
after the end of the Holocaust which only could happen because the nations
turned their eyes and hearts away at that time.”
e. Between those two key dates, spiritual leaders and intercessors in every nation should develop their own individual strategies to encourage collective and strategic prayer for your nations with regard to the Jewish people
and Israel in the end-times. Wherever possible those dates should be communicated (also) through our GPC-website in order to help interested people in the area to connect.
4) Dear friends: Please start to include the GPC into your prayer life! You may find
it helpful to receive our first GPC-prayer letter which is available through our
GPC prayer coordinator, Philip Holmberg (Chairman of Ebenezer / Operation
Exodus International, Sweden). For a first orientation please also look at the
right column on page 1 of this newsletter.
We are asking you to pray and think along and help us with constructive ideas and
suggestions in order to develop the GPC into a spiritual movement that will touch
our nations for the blessings of Israel. And: Please share this newsletter with whoever may be interested!
In HIM,
Harald Eckert
(GPC-coordinator)
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